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Introduction
Traditional economic development activities have focused on business attraction, particu-

larly the location or expansion of footloose manufacturing plants, to create jobs. These plants 
may receive a variety of state and local incentives that decrease the costs of doing business in 
a particular location and include reductions in state and local tax liability. In exchange for 
these tax and cost advantages, these plants create or maintain jobs. Their workers then pay 
state and local taxes that are expected, at least in part, to counteract the tax breaks provided 
to businesses. However, households are also footloose. Many workers live in one community 
and commute to another for work. Local income tax revenue, school funding, and wheel 
taxes accrue to the location where workers live, not where they work, so depending on the 
commuting patterns of workers, a community may receive only a portion of tax revenue 
associated with new jobs. There has been limited analysis of the relative revenue contribu-
tion of manufacturing plants, other businesses and households. In this analysis, we focus 
specifically on tax revenue accruing to local governments. There are also expenditure impacts 
associated with new jobs because businesses and their associated workers increase demand on 
infrastructure and schools.[1] We leave the implications of new business and household loca-
tion on local government expenditures for future work.

1. The state of Indiana took over funding for school operating expenditures in 2008, which de-linked school 
operational funding from local property tax revenues.
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In an ideal system of local public financing, the incremental costs 
to a community of a new business or household relocating to the 
area will be fully paid for by the incremental growth in tax revenue 
associated with the new activity. Such a tax system is elusive in 
practice, yet the question of the actual impact of new business or 
households on local revenues remains a critical question in Indi-
ana communities. At issue is the type and size of tax revenues that 
accompany new development. Insofar as local policymakers seek 
to direct land-use activities to industrial, commercial, or residential 
use, the tax revenues associated with each affect both land-use poli-
cies and local government funding.

To do so we first outline our method of analysis. We then outline 
business impacts under differing tax rate scenarios, including 
property tax abatements. We then treat households in the same way, 
constructing three types of representative communities, both exist-
ing and new. We end with a summary and policy discussion.

Microsimulation Model
Efforts to describe the impact of taxes or new investment typically 

rely upon a simulation of events that have not yet happened. For 
example, if we were to attempt to evaluate the impact of a sales tax 
increase on consumer spending, we would need to understand the 
consumption patterns and earnings of households of different sizes 
to assess who bears the burden under alternative tax plans.

The model we employ here is the Indiana Fiscal Microsimula-
tion Model, originally developed to assess tax burdens for different 
business types (see Fichter and Hicks 2012). We add representative 
households to this. The process of model construction is reasonably 
straightforward. The detail is contained in each section, but a sum-
mary of the models is provided below.

The business models were based on six different types of businesses: 
manufacturing, retail, finance, health care, food services, farms, and 
personal services. For the earlier model, we also assigned different 

types of ownership, which compel different income tax schedules. For 
purposes of examining local tax revenue here, the only relevant matter 
is whether a firm is a non-profit, which primarily affects health care 
providers. Local taxes are largely unaffected by the ownership type.

We looked at firms with $1 million, $10 million, and $100 
million in revenue. We immediately omitted firms that could not 
appropriately be represented. Farms are taxed differently than other 
businesses or residents, and we did not consider them in an analy-
sis that focuses on new land use options. The $100 million food 
services were also omitted as this size of firm is not plausible for 
this industry. Health care services establishments generating $100 
million in revenue are typically not-for-profit and are tax exempt. 
However, there are some for-profit health services firms in this rev-
enue class, so we include this size class.

Next, we compiled the average number of employees for each rev-
enue class based upon published data of firm revenue and employ-
ment (Hoover’s 2012). We constructed estimates of the business real 
and personal property from a production function model (Piazza 
2007), which allowed us to algebraically estimate the level of capital 
associated with a typical firm of known revenues and employment. 
We assumed 20 percent of total property value was in non-depre-
ciable land. This left us with 19 examples of firms that could be 
modeled for local tax impacts.

For households, the process was much simpler. We constructed 
three representative income groups across four demographic groups, 
which offered us 12 households from which to construct residen-
tial subdivisions for our microsimulations. For these representative 
households, we chose single-person households, new family (one 
child), mature family (three children) and seniors (two adults, no 
children). We chose income categories that were low, middle, and 
high, and assumed house value as a two to three times household 
income. To that we applied a homestead exemption and made no 
allowance for land because these properties do not appreciate. For 
some groups we included rentals (singles) and assumed that all 
adults and no children own automobiles.

We constructed four types of representative residential develop-
ments: the old neighborhood, the growing suburb or city, the afflu-
ent neighborhood and the apartment or multi-family unit dwelling. 
We estimate local tax revenue attributable to these combinations of 
households and neighborhood type.

Tax Effects
Local taxation in Indiana is primarily composed of personal and 

real property taxes. Though there are several small exceptions, these 
taxes are constitutionally capped at 3.0 percent for business, 2.0 
percent for residential rental property and 1.0 percent for homestead 
properties (primary family dwellings). In addition there are several 
different types of local income taxes that have been levied since 1973. 
These are designed for economic development, general funding and 

This policy brief seeks to address the issue of relative tax revenues 
associated with differing types of development: industrial property, 
commercial enterprises, and residential development.
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property tax replacement. While there are local fees in some places, 
including impact fees for businesses, the remaining tax instruments 
of consequence include wheel taxes. We also include in this analysis 
state formulary payments to schools, which comprise the majority of 
formulary state payments associated with development.

Indiana has 92 county governments, more than 560 municipali-
ties, more than 1,000 township governments, 291 public school 
corporations and more than 1,270 special districts (parks, airports, 
etc.). Each of these governments have taxing authority and most 
properties in Indiana have more than four different taxing districts 
assessing taxes against them. As a consequence, tax rates for individ-
ual properties within the same county often vary dramatically. For 
this reason we have constructed proxy values to use for our simula-
tion. These proxies or assumptions are listed in Table 1.

The Tax Revenue Effect of  
New Business Development

Our first reported effects of the microsimulation are on busi-
ness investment. See Table 2. Here we examine businesses types 
in the three revenue ranges under three taxing scenarios. The first 
are at business personal and business real property tax rates of 2.5 
percent. The second example uses a 3.0 percent rate, and the third 
examines revenues under a business personal property tax abatement 
schedule (10 years) at a 3.0 percent rate. In all 3.0 percent scenarios 
we assume real property comprises 20 percent of capital. This is 

Table 1. Impact of Proxy Values and Assumptions
Source: Hoover’s 2012 and Piazza 2007.

Proxy/Assumption Impact on Analysis Comments

Wheel tax rates Liberal
(overstate tax revenues) Assumed cap of $25 for each adult, actual is nearly that in 52 of 92 counties (as of 2015)

Residential property tax 
exemptions

Liberal
(overstate tax revenues) Used $45,000 for all owner-occupied property

3% BPPT rate Liberal
(overstates tax revenues) Tax rates used as examples

BPPT depreciation schedule Neutral Used eight-year standard deprecation for business personal property

School funding formula example Neutral Uses Tippecanoe, Hamilton Southeastern, and Muncie Community School data as 
representative 

Property values Neutral Representative range

Household incomes Neutral Representative ranges

Household composition Neutral Representative ranges 

1% residential property tax rate Conservative
(understates tax revenues) Actual residential effective tax rate is 1.4% (see Faulk and Hicks, 2015b)

0.75% LOIT rate Conservative
(understates tax revenues) COIT average is 0.24, CAGIT is 0.61, and CEDIT is 0.311

2.5% BPPT rate Conservative
(understates tax revenues) Tax rates used as examples

Residential property value growth Conservative
(understates tax revenues) Used 2% nominal growth in poor communities, 3% nominal in others. 

Home values Conservative
(understates tax revenues)

Used representative values of 2.0-2.5 times household income figures, 10% higher for older 
households to represent longer value accrual. 

Rental property Conservative
(understates tax revenues) Used value of rental property of 2X renters household income

Table 2. Annual Tax Revenues Impact of Business 
Development
Source: Author calculations.

2.5% PPT 
Rate

(5 year 
average)

3.0% PPT 
Rate

(5 year 
average)

3.0% Tax 
Abatement

(5 year 
average)

$1 M
Revenue

Manufacturing 72,622 74,822 17,627

Retail 43,150 44,458 n/a

Financial institution 43,150 44,458 n/a

Health care sector 147,323 151,787 n/a

Food services 56,436 58,146 n/a

Personal service corp. 43,150 44,458 n/a

$10 M
Revenue

Manufacturing 533,781 549,956 129,563

Retail 729,255 751,354 n/a

Financial institution 729,255 751,354 n/a

Health care sector 2,489,820 2,565,270 n/a

Food services 953,793 982,696 n/a

Personal service corp. 729,255 751,354 n/a

$100 M
Revenue

Manufacturing 9,457,592 9,744,185 2,295,615

Retail 7,292,552 7,513,539 n/a

Financial institution 7,292,552 7,513,539 n/a

Health care sector 24,898,204 25,652,695 n/a

Personal service corp. 7,292,552 7,513,539 n/a
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important because abatements are not permitted on most real prop-
erty. We estimated the average payment over five years. The purpose 
of this averaging is to capture depreciation of capital (business per-
sonal property only) and the application of an abatement schedule.

For the $1 million firms, annual tax revenue was $72,622 at the 
2.5 percent property tax rate. This rose to $74,822 at 3.0 percent 
and was $17,627 under the property tax abatement schedule at 
the 3.0 percent rate. Each of these is the average value over the first 
five years of the firm. The highest taxes were, surprisingly, in health 
care (for-profit) at more than $147,000 versus the manufacturing 
$72,622 for the $1 million firms at 2.5 percent property tax rates.

The same relative tax collections were preserved at higher revenue 
levels. However, it is unlikely that a community will land a $100 
million for-profit health care facility, while smaller for-profit health 
care clinics and individual physician offices are more common.

What is also clear in this analysis is that non-manufacturing sec-
tors also have significant capital needs. For example, among firms 
with $1 million in revenue, manufacturing has the second highest 
capital structure (behind health care) and so pays more property 
taxes than the remaining sectors. At the $10 million level, capital 

demands for other firms are larger, and so manufacturing has the 
lowest tax revenues across all these sectors. Among $100 million 
firms, capital demand was more even across firms (note that we did 
not include food service because we could not find representative 
$100 million food service establishments.

Residential Taxes
We begin our household tax analysis with the construction of 

representative household types. These were described in the earlier 
section; Table 3 outlines the values underlying each element.

From this, we constructed four representative developments: the 
old neighborhood, the growing suburb or small town, the affluent 
neighborhood, and the apartment complex. These representative 
communities were designed to mimic the type of residential devel-
opment that local policymakers are likely to make investments to 
upgrade or to provide preliminary infrastructure needs.

From these representative communities we construct three dif-
ferent development size ranges and estimate the total tax impact of 
each. Results appear in Table 4.

Table 3. Residential Tax Model
Source: Author calculations.

Household Adult/Kids HH Income
Assessed 
Value of 

Home 

Property Tax 
Collection 

School 
Funding 
Formula 

Property Tax 
on Rental 

Value 

LOIT (all at 
0.75%) 

Wheel
(Tax Rates)

Total Local 
Public 

Finance Value 

Low

Single (renter) 1/0 28,000 0 0 0 1,120 210 25 1,355

New family 
(renter) 2/1 36,000 0 0 7,108 1,440 270 50 8,868

Middle agers 2/3 48,000 96,000 510 21,324 0 360 50 22,244

Seniors 2/0 18,000 105,600 606 0 0 135 50 791

Middle 

Single (renter) 1/0 42,000 0 0 0 1,680 315 25 2,020

New family 2/1 72,000 180,000 1,350 6,048 0 540 50 7,988

Middle agers 2/3 144,000 360,000 3,150 18,144 0 1,080 50 22,424

Seniors 2/0 36,000 396,000 3,510 0 0 270 50 3,830

High 

Single 1/0 63,000 110,000 650 0 0 473 25 1,148

New family 2/1 144,000 360,000 3,150 5,390 0 1,080 50 9,670

Middle agers 2/3 216,000 540,000 4,950 16,170 0 1,620 50 22,790

Seniors 2/0 72,000 594,000 5,490 0 0 540 50 6,080

Table 4. The Residential Development Model: Annual Local Revenue (including School Funding), 5-Year Average
Source: Author calculations.

60-80
Households 

 100-120
Households 

160-180
Households

The old neighborhood 60 families, singles, middles and old in equal proportion 536,580 894,300 1,609,740 

The growing suburb or city 80 families, middles agers and new families middle and high income in equal 
proportion 20 HH each 1,446,056 2,410,093 4,338,168 

The affluent neighborhood 60 families, half middle agers, new and seniors at 25% each 1,057,943 1,763,238 3,173,828 

The apartment complex 80 households, 15 low income new families, 15 high income singles, 15 middle 
income singles, 15 middle income seniors, 20 low income new families 302,648 504,413 907,943 
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These four representative communities offer a fairly clear picture 
of the size of tax revenue collections associated with four types of 
developments. Though these are only representative developments, 
the revenue themes are fairly clear. Larger communities, with more 
children and higher incomes, generate significant revenue for local 
governments. Among the lower revenue-generating developments 
are multifamily dwellings, which have been so widespread since the 
housing market collapse of 2007.

These models provide insight into representative development 
options, but clearly demonstrate that overall revenue (either direct 
collections or through formulary distributions) are large in residen-
tial sectors and those capital intensive sectors that are not typically 
beneficiaries of abatement, such as health care. This result suggests 
public policy recommendations which we discuss below.

We next move to a brief discussion of the distribution of these tax 
dollars across different types of local government units.

Distribution of Taxes to Governmental 
Units by Type of Development

Our model of business taxes offers revenue insights from busi-
ness personal and business real property. It does not directly outline 
the distribution of those taxes to local government use. This is an 
important insight because the distribution of taxes to different local 
government units affects a local governments ability to attract busi-
ness or residents to a community. As with the previous treatment of 
tax rates, the high degree of heterogeneity in the number and type 
of local taxing units suggests that only broad representations can 
be offered here. To do so, we use the most recently available (2013) 
distribution of local property tax revenues from the Department of 
Local Government Finance. The results appear in Table 5.

Next, we estimate the distribution of taxes associated with resi-
dential development. This process faces the same restriction as the 
property tax distribution of businesses, but adds the distribution of 

the wheel tax and local option income taxes to counties—recall that 
we assigned a representative county LOIT in the revenue model, 
Table 3. Also, residential property is not subject to redevelopment 
commission taxes, so that local jurisdiction is not included here. To 
simplify, we use the middle-range development size (100-120 fami-
lies) across the four types of development. Results appear in Table 6.

Table 5. Distribution of Business Tax Collections (Averages Across All Business Types)
Source: Department of Local Government Finance and author calculations.
Note: Columns may not sum to Table 2 values due to rounding.

2.5% Property Tax Rate 3.0% Property Tax Rate 3.0% with Abatement of BPPT,
Manufacturing Only

$1 M $10 M $100 M $1 M $10 M $100 M $1 M $10 M $100 M

County 11,499 174,680 1,863,523 11,847 179,973 1,919,993 2,997 22,026 390,255

Township 2,029 30,826 328,857 2,091 31,760 338,822 529 3,887 68,868

City/town 12,851 195,230 2,082,761 13,241 201,146 2,145,875 3,349 24,617 436,167

School 27,732 421,286 4,494,378 28,572 434,052 4,630,571 7,227 53,121 941,202

Library 2,706 41,101 438,476 2,788 42,347 451,763 705 5,183 91,825

Special district 4,735 71,927 767,333 4,878 74,106 790,585 1,234 9,069 160,693

Redevelopment 5,411 82,202 876,952 5,575 84,693 903,526 1,410 10,365 183,649

Table 6. Residential Development Tax Distribution,
Median Development (100-120 families)
Source: Department of Local Government Finance and author calculations.
Note: Column sum may not add to column total due to rounding.

Old Growing-
Dense Affluent Apartment

County 47,530 250,432 232,621 94,796

Township 3,714 20,018 22,092 10,581

City/town 17,428 93,938 103,668 49,653

School 853,705 1,873,152 1,253,410 364,004

Library 4,571 24,638 27,190 13,023

Special 
district 7,142 38,498 42,486 20,349

TOTAL 934,091 2,30,0677 1,681,466 552,407
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Summary and Policy Discussion
This policy brief is designed to clarify the amount of tax revenues 

associated with different types of development, both commercial 
and residential. The results illustrate interesting outcomes within 
local taxes and in turn lead to policy considerations.

First, revenues from commercial enterprises are most closely 
linked to the value of physical capital they bring to production. 
From our earlier work, we identified health care firms as the most 
capital intensive. Thus, for firms receiving the same level of revenue, 
for-profit health care firms pay roughly twice the property taxes as 
would manufacturing firms paying the same tax rate ($147,000 ver-
sus $72,000). In turn, retail, personal services, and financial institu-
tions (which are very labor intensive) pay the lowest overall property 
tax rate at just $43,150 for $1 million in annual revenues. Food 
services pays a somewhat higher rate, at $56,436. These relative pay-
ments hold for higher revenue firms, but are not perfectly linear.

Firms that receive tax abatements pay much lower rates. A manu-
facturing firm receiving a 10-year abatement would, over the first 
five-years after opening, pay only an average of 23.5 percent of the 
taxes due without the abatement. The presence of local property tax 
abatements introduces very large horizontal equity concerns in local 
taxation. For example, if we compare a for-profit health care clinic 
and a manufacturing firm that received property tax abatement, 
the difference in estimated tax collections over a five year period is 
twentyfold ($12.6 million versus less than $640,000). This result 
will be contrary to the perceptions of many local leaders that manu-
facturing firms or other footloose industries offer the largest revenue 
impact on local governments.

In an even greater challenge to common perceptions, the tax 
revenue impact of new residential developments is quite large. Using 
small development sizes in our model, we show that even a modest 
residential development carries a tax impact that compares well to 
medium-sized commercial firms ($10 million in revenue). And, at 
our larger scale of 160-180 households, the local revenue impact 
of new residential development is larger than the abated value of 
property of $100 million business.

The distribution of property taxes from business, property taxes, 
LOIT, wheel tax, and school funding from the state formulary 
illustrate that schools are the primary beneficiary of new taxes. For 
business properties, cities and towns receive the largest share of 
taxes, then counties. For residential development, it is schools first, 
followed by counties, then cities and towns, and special districts.

These results point to serious policy examination for local govern-
ments who seek to influence local tax revenues through develop-
ment and land use. These governments include schools, counties 
and cities, redevelopment commissions, special districts (including 

libraries) and townships. There may also be quasi-governmental 
organizations which supporting development that would be inter-
ested in these results as well.

First, contrary to widely held opinion, the largest local tax revenue 
providers are not typically manufacturing establishments. Health 
care providers are more capital intensive (per dollar of revenue, not 
necessarily on a per worker basis) and so each dollar of revenue in a 
for-profit health care firm will offer nearly twice the local property 
tax impact as would a manufacturing firm under the same tax rate.

Second, there are likely substantial horizontal inequities in prop-
erty taxation. For example, that same health care provider would 
pay nearly 20 times the taxes over a five-year period than would a 
manufacturing firm enjoying tax abatements, but with the same 
annual sales revenue.

Third, it is clear that different types of governments receive different 
distributions, with the largest share going to schools under every sce-
nario here presented. The one model where that would not be the case 
is when tax increment financing (TIF) captures the business develop-
ment, in which 100 percent of new tax revenue that accrues to the 
redevelopment commission over the TIF period (typically 25 years).

These findings suggest local and state policy considerations. First, 
regions wishing to see increased tax revenues would more quickly 
achieve that goal by successfully attracting residential developments 
or high capital firms such as health care providers. This is even more 
starkly obvious when abatements are deployed in counties, where 
tax revenues are significantly muted for a decade and large horizon-
tal inequities are introduced. Thus, close scrutiny of abatements is 
warranted for communities that desire additional tax revenues with 
new business development. 

Finally, the role of economic development in boosting schools 
funding is clear. This is a very important policy consideration 
because the quality of schools largely influences both population 
growth and the value of residential properties. ◊
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